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Abstract
A search for exclusive decays of B
0
d
and B
0
s
mesons has been performed in the
channels B
0
d
! J; B
0
s
! J; B
0
d
! J
0
and B
0
s
! J
0
. The data sample consisted
of more than three and half million hadronic Z decays collected by the L3 experiment
at LEP from 1991 through 1995. No candidate events have been observed for any
of the modes thus determining upper limits at 90% condence level: 3:2 10
 4
on
Br(B
0
d
! J
0
) and the rst experimental limits:
Br(B
0
d
! J) < 1:2 10
 3
;
Br(B
0
s
! J) < 3:8 10
 3
;
Br(B
0
s
! J
0
) < 1:2 10
 3
:
Submitted to Phys. Lett. B
Introduction
The high statistics data collected at the Z peak by the LEP experiments allow the study of
rare B physics processes such as colour suppressed exclusive B decays to charmonium states.
This paper describes the search for hadronic decays of B
0
d
and B
0
s
meson and their charge
conjugates to J plus a light pseudoscalar meson in the exclusive modes B
0
d
! J; B
0
d
! J
0
and B
0
s
! J. The full data sample collected in the years from 1991 through 1995 with the L3
detector has been used, corresponding to more than three and half million hadronic decays of
the Z. J's have been detected by means of their decay into electron or muon pairs and 's and

0
's through their decay into photon pairs, exploiting the L3 detector performances in detecting
these particles.
These exclusive decay modes are expected to proceed through the diagrams in Figure 1.
The only previous existing result on these decay modes is the 90% condence level upper limit
on Br(B
0
d
! J
0
) set by the CLEO collaboration as 6:9  10
 5
[1].
B decays to charmonium are believed to be dominated by colour suppressed mechanisms.
Penguin diagrams are suppressed since two or even three gluons are needed to form a char-
monium state [2]. The decays under investigation thus provide a clean environment for the
study of colour suppressed processes. Moreover, these decays constitute an interesting test of
the factorization approach to the description of two body decays of B mesons. The predictions
for the branching ratios of the processes under study range from (1:0  0:4)  10
 3
for B
s
!
J down to (1:0 0:4) 10
 5
for B
d
! J as in References [3].
Factorization has been proposed by Feynman [4] in 1964 in the investigation of hyperon
decay, and since then it has been successfully applied to the description of processes involving
strange and charmed particles. In more recent times the factorization hypothesis has been
used in order to investigate the weak hadronic decay of charmed and beauty mesons (cfr. [5]
and references therein). As summarized, for example, in Reference [6], the currently used
factorization approach fails to explain simultaneously the branching ratio with respect to B
0
d
!
JK
0
and the polarisation of B
0
d
! JK

decay as measured by ARGUS [7], CDF [8] and CLEO [9]
collaborations.
The possible presence of a non-factorized term in the description of B decay amplitude has
been proposed in [10] as a solution to this problem, and the size of this term has been analysed
in [11] for B decays to a J plus a pseudoscalar meson. Large values of the branching ratios of
the processes under study could result from this non-factorized term.
The B
0
s
! J
0
mode, which is not described by the diagrams in Figure 1, has been searched
for as well.
The L3 detector
The L3 detector consists of a silicon microvertex detector, a central tracking chamber, a high res-
olution bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) crystal electromagnetic calorimeter, a ring of plastic
scintillation counters, a uranium and brass hadron calorimeter with proportional wire cham-
ber readout, and an accurate muon chamber system. These detectors are installed in a 12m
diameter magnet which provides a uniform eld of 0.5T along the beam direction. Luminosity
is measured with forward BGO arrays on each side of the detector. A detailed description of
each detector subsystem and its performance is given in Reference [12].
The subdetectors most relevant for this analysis are the central tracking chamber, the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter and the muon spectrometer. The central tracking chamber is a time
2
expansion chamber (TEC) which consists of two cylindrical layers of 12 and 24 sectors, with
wires measuring the R- coordinate in a plane normal to the beam direction. The z coordinate
is measured by a Z-chamber mounted just outside the TEC.
The electromagnetic calorimeter, placed around the TEC, consists of 10 734 BGO crystals
arranged in two half-barrels with polar angle coverage 42

   138

(where  is dened with
respect to the beam axis) and two endcaps covering 10

   38

and 142

   170

.
The energy resolution of the BGO calorimeter is ' 5% for photons and electrons with energies
around 100 MeV and is less than 2% for energies above 1 GeV. The angular resolution of
electromagnetic clusters is better than 0:5

for energies above 1 GeV.
The muon spectrometer consists of three layers of precise drift chambers for the measurement
of the transverse momentum of the muon. The inner and outer muon chambers are surrounded
with additional layers of drift chambers allowing the measurement of the the polar angle. For
muons of 45 GeV the three chamber layers allow a momentum measurement with a resolution
of 2.5%. The polar angle measurement has a precision of 4.5 mrad which is dominated by
multiple scattering of the muon in the calorimeters, while the resolution on the radial angle
is of the order of 1 mrad. The polar angle coverage of this spectrometer considered in this
analysis extends from 36

to 144

.
The mass resolutions achieved with the L3 detector in the  reconstruction from photon
pairs is 17.8MeV [13] and the ones for J from muons and electrons pairs are 122MeVand
83MeV [14], respectively.
Event simulation
The JETSET 7.4 [15] Monte Carlo, based on the Lund parton shower model, was used to
generate a total of 40 000 Z ! b

b events, 5 000 events in each of the exclusive decay modes:
B
0
d
! J; B
0
d
! J
0
; B
0
s
! J and B
0
s
! J
0
, with the subsequent decay of the J into a muon
or electron pair and of 's and 
0
's into photon pairs.
The b quark on the other side of the event was left free to hadronize and decay. The masses
of the generated B
0
d
and B
0
s
mesons were 5:279 GeV and 5:373 GeV, respectively. The events
were then passed through the full L3 simulation which takes into account the eects of energy
loss, multiple scattering, interactions and decays in the detector materials. This simulation
is based on the GEANT package [16] with the GHEISHA [17] program for the simulation of
hadronic interactions. Ineciencies of the various subdetectors, as obtained from the data, were
also simulated. These events, after reconstruction by the same program used for the data, were
used to tune the analysis procedure and calculate the eciency of the event selection criteria.
Background processes consisting of combinatorics and misidentication of photons, 
0
's and
leptons were studied using hadronic decays of the Z generated with the JETSET Monte Carlo
and passed through the detector simulation and reconstruction chain described above. The
hadronization of the light quarks was described by the Lund symmetric fragmentation func-
tion [15] while the Peterson fragmentation function [18] was used to describe the fragmentation
of the c and b quarks. The mean value of the ratio of the energy of the weakly decaying B
hadron to the beam energy used in the generation was hx
E
i = 0:703.
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Event selection
Since the hard fragmentation of the b quark gives on average 70% of the beam energy to the
B
0
d
or B
0
s
meson, the /
0
's are likely to have high momentum and their two decay photons can
have a small opening angle. Thus the neutral light hadrons can give a single energy cluster in
the electromagnetic calorimeter. This analysis has been performed in four dierent nal state
congurations, which give the best acceptance and background rejection capability as from the
Monte Carlo simulations described in the previous section:
 B
0
d
;s
! J ! e
+
e
 
,
 B
0
d
;s
! J ! 
+

 
,
 B
0
d
;s
! J
0
! e
+
e
 
cluster,
 B
0
d
;s
! J
0
! 
+

 
cluster.
Four sets of event observables have been used to identify photon pairs from , electromag-
netic clusters from 
0
, muons and electrons. These variables and the selection criteria on their
values are described in the following and summarized in Table 1.
 The photons used for the reconstruction of the  were selected from clusters in the full
BGO calorimeter angular coverage which had lateral shower shapes consistent with elec-
tromagnetic energy depositions, as measured by an estimator, 
2
em
, that takes into account
the expected behaviour crystal by crystal as from test beam data. A requirement on the
opening angle (
3D
) between each photon candidate and the closest track in the TEC was
also applied. A minimum energy (E
cluster
) and a minimum number of crystals were nally
required. The 's have been reconstructed from photon pairs by imposing requirements
on their invariant mass (M

) and opening angle (

). In addition, a cut on the cosine
of the angle between the direction of the reconstructed  in the B
0
d
;s
candidate rest frame
and the B
0
d
;s
candidate ight direction in the laboratory frame (

) has been used.
 The selection of the single clusters from 
0
decays placed requirements on the number of
crystals in the shower, 
2
em
, 
3D
and E
cluster
, such as in the search for photons from the 
decays. The single clusters from 
0
decays are expected to have relatively high energies
since the opening angle between the two photons is small enough so as not to resolve
them. This strategy for the selection of the 
0
's, already applied in Reference [19], can
in principle increase the background in the nal mass window.
 Muons were identied by requiring a track segment in at least two of the muon cham-
ber layers in the plane transverse to the beam axis and in one of the chambers in the
longitudinal plane. The reconstructed tracks needed to satisfy a minimum momentum
requirement (dierent for the lower and higher energetic muon momenta, p
(1)

and p
(2)

,
respectively) and to point toward the event vertex both in the transverse and longitudinal
planes, as measured by the distances V
xy
and V
z
from the vertex, given their resolutions

xy
and 
z
.
 Electrons were identied by requiring electromagnetic showers with a minimum number
of crystals and energy, where E
(1)
e
and E
(2)
e
in Table 1 denote the energies of the lower
and higher energy clusters, respectively. These showers had to be isolated as measured
4
by the ratio of the energy deposition in a 3  3 to a 5  5 crystal matrix centered on
the most energetic crystal of the cluster (
9
=
25
). A charged track which fullled some
quality requirements and close enough (
3D
) to the cluster was required to be associated
with it by means of an estimator which compares the transverse momentum (p
T
) of the
track and the energy of the cluster in the transverse plane (E
T
) given the resolutions (
T
)
on this quantity.
No dierence between the B
0
d
and B
0
s
mesons was made throughout this phase of the analysis.
Dierent thresholds for the reconstructed B
0
d
;s
meson energy (E
B
) were required for the 
0
and
 channels since reconstruction of a resolved  favours a lower energy B
0
d
;s
. The J candidates
were reconstructed by requiring an opposite charge muon or electron pair with opening angle
less than 90

and an invariant mass (M
e
+
e
 
or M

+

 
) consistent with dierent J mass ranges
for the two leptons. A cut on the angle 
J
between the direction of the reconstructed J and
the neutral light hadron was also applied, as shown in Table 1.
Variable Preselection Loose cuts Final cuts
 E
cluster
> 0:1 GeV > 0:1 GeV > 0:1 GeV

2
em
< 15 < 10 < 6

3D
> 10 mrad > 20 mrad > 20 mrad
E
B
- > 10 GeV > 15 GeV
M

range (0:4; 0:7) GeV (0:495; 0:605) GeV (0:51; 0:59) GeV
cos 

- - >  0:775


< 90

< 60

< 40


0
E
cluster
> 3 GeV > 3 GeV > 5 GeV

2
em
< 35 < 15 < 8

3D
> 10 mrad > 30 mrad > 30 mrad
E
B
- > 10 GeV > 20 GeV
J! 
+

 
V
xy
=
xy
< 4 < 4 < 4
V
z
=
z
< 4 < 4 < 4
p
(1)

> 2:0 GeV > 2:5 GeV > 2:5 GeV
p
(2)

> 2:0 GeV > 4:5 GeV > 4:5 GeV
M

+

 
range (2:0; 4:0) GeV (2:7; 3:5) GeV (2:85; 3:35) GeV

J
< 90

< 60

< 40

J! e
+
e
 

2
em
< 15 < 10 < 10

3D
< 50 mrad < 25 mrad < 25 mrad
j1=E
T
  1=p
T
j=
T
< 5 < 1 < 1

9
=
25
> 0:6 > 0:8 > 0:8
E
(1)
e
> 0:5 GeV > 0:5 GeV > 0:5 GeV
E
(2)
e
> 0:5 GeV > 0:5 GeV > 5 GeV
M
e
+
e
 
range (2:0; 4:0) GeV (2:7; 3:5) GeV (2:9; 3:3) GeV

J
< 90

< 60

< 40

Table 1: The four sets of requirements used to identify , 
0
, J ! 
+

 
and
J! e
+
e
 
candidates. Denitions of the variables are given in the text. Preselection
requirements, loose and nal cuts are listed.
The optimization of the cuts proceeded as follows. First, a preselection, based on a set
of minimal requirements, was applied: hadronic decays of the Z boson were selected as in
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Reference [20] and events were required to have an opposite charge lepton pair in addition to
either an energetic single cluster or a photon pair. The J and neutral light hadron candidate
were required to full the criteria in the third column of Table 1 and the reconstructed B mass
was required to lie between 3.5 and 7:0 GeV.
The distributions of selection variables after the preselection were examined for Monte Carlo
simulations of the signal and background samples to determine a set of loose cuts summarized
in Table 1. Distributions of the variables for the data were also compared in order to check
that the Monte Carlo described the data well. Satisfactory agreement was found, as shown in
Figure 2.
The loose cuts were applied to all the variables but one. The distribution of this variable
was then studied for signal and background Monte Carlo simulations, either choosing a nal
cut in order to reject as much background as possible, while keeping a reasonable eciency or
by using the loose cut itself as the nal one. This process has been repeated for each variable.
The nal selection requirements which are reported in Table 1, are the same for the B
0
d
and the
B
0
s
analyses.
Using a kinematic t constrained to the masses of  or J, the energies and the angles of
photons from  decays and of electron and muons from J decays have been rened within the
resolutions of the subdetector used to measure them. This procedure has been applied to any
identied  and J before the calculation of any variable of the reconstructed B system, and
improves the resolution on the nal reconstructed mass. This improvement ranges from 45%
for the nal state with a muon pair and a high energy cluster up to 90% for the nal state with
two electrons and two resolved photons.
Results
The four possible combinations of sets of selection requirements ( or 
0
and J ! e
+
e
 
or
J! 
+

 
) have been applied, and the invariant mass of each B
0
d
;s
candidate was calculated for
all the decay modes. The application of the J! e
+
e
 
or J! 
+

 
selections alone in the full
data sample gave a little more than one hundred and nearly two hundred events respectively.
The invariant mass distribution for events surviving the cuts in the B
0
d
and B
0
s
signal Monte
Carlo was t with a Gaussian of width . The resulting resolutions are summarized in Table 2.
Events in a 2 window around the t mass of the B
0
d
;s
meson were then counted in the signal
Monte Carlo and in the data in order to calculate, respectively, the eciency and the number
of B
0
d
;s
candidates. These invariant mass spectra for the data and the Gaussian ts to the B
0
d
and B
0
s
Monte Carlo samples after the application of the nal cuts are shown in Figure 3.
The eciencies are given in Table 2, together with their statistical and systematic errors; the
systematic errors have been estimated by analysing events generated with a harder or softer
fragmentation function, i.e. with hx
E
i = 0:720 or hx
E
i = 0:680. These eciencies do not
include the branching ratio for the dilepton decay of the J and the  and 
0
decay into photon
pairs. The widths and the eciencies for B
0
d
and B
0
s
in the same nal states are compatible, as
expected from their small kinematic dierences.
No candidate events have been found for any of the nal state congurations in the B
0
d
and
B
0
s
mass windows, as shown in Figure 3. Upper limits at 90% condence level have been set
using the following numerical values: N
had
= 3670 147 as the number of Z bosons decaying
to hadrons,  
b

b
= 
had
= 0:222  0:003(stat:)  0:007(syst:) as the partial width of Z decays
into b quarks with respect to the hadronic decays [21], f(b ! B
0
d
) = 39:5  4:0% and f(b !
B
0
s
) = 12:03:0% as the fractions of B
0
d
;s
produced in the fragmentation of b quarks at LEP, in
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Decay mode  (MeV) " (%)
B
0
d
! J ! 
+

 
 88  5 6:2  0:1  0:4
B
0
d
! J ! e
+
e
 
 41  2 6:9  0:1  0:3
B
0
s
! J ! 
+

 
 93  5 7:0  0:1  0:2
B
0
s
! J ! e
+
e
 
 41  2 7:2  0:1  0:2
B
0
d
! J
0
! 
+

 
cluster 106  5 8:9  0:2  0:4
B
0
d
! J
0
! e
+
e
 
cluster 61  2 10:3  0:2  0:3
B
0
s
! J
0
! 
+

 
cluster 103  7 8:2  0:2  0:4
B
0
s
! J
0
! e
+
e
 
cluster 59  2 10:3  0:2  0:3
Table 2: Resolutions of a Gaussian t to the signal Monte Carlo invariant mass
spectra and eciencies for the decay modes under investigation. The rst error on
the eciencies is statistical, the second systematic.
agreement with the available measurements [22], Br( ! ) = 38:8%, Br(
0
! ) = 98:8%,
Br(J! e
+
e
 
) = 5:99% and Br(J! 
+

 
) = 5:97% [23].
The errors on all the quantities used in the calculation of the limits have been taken into
account by folding their Gaussian distribution with the Poisson distribution describing the
number of expected events, obtaining the 90% condence level upper limits reported in Table 3.
Decay mode Upper limit
B
0
d
! J 1:2 10
 3
B
0
s
! J 3:8 10
 3
B
0
d
! J
0
3:2 10
 4
B
0
s
! J
0
1:2 10
 3
Table 3: 90% condence level upper limits on the branching ratio of the exclusive
B
0
d
;s
decays to J and  or 
0
.
Conclusions
A search for exclusive decays of B
0
d
and B
0
s
mesons has been performed in the channels B
0
d
!
J; B
0
d
! J
0
; B
0
s
! J and B
0
s
! J
0
. The data sample consisted of more than three
and half million hadronic Z decays collected by the L3 experiment at LEP from 1991 through
1995. No candidate event has been observed and upper limits at 90% condence level on the
branching ratios have been set in the order of 10
 3
  10
 4
and are reported in Table 3. No
large enhancement with respect to theoretical predictions has been observed.
These are the rst experimental limits on the channels B
0
d
! J; B
0
s
! J and B
0
s
! J
0
.
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams describing the processes B
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and B
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Figure 2: Some selection variables for exclusive B
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decays for data and Monte Carlo simulations
of the background (top part of any 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Variables shown in a) and c) are an example of the global kinematic selection, while the ones
in b) and d) describe part of the light meson identication.
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